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ABSTRACT. A joint dynamic model for the interdependence between infection, immunity and

risk of disease is presented. Recurrent latent infections are modelled as realizations from a renewal

process and antibody dynamics as a diffusion with a decreasing drift modified by the stimulating

effect of the random infections. The augmented submodels are estimated simultaneously in one

large Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm. As an example, we consider the risk of recurrent ear

infections when having only partially observed information on bacterial carriage and antibody

concentrations.
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1. Introduction

Complex biological systems are almost always only partially observable and standard statis-

tical modelling, based solely on observed data, can sometimes result in misleading conclusions

about the relationships of interest. Data augmentation, which was proposed initially by

Tanner & Wong (1987), has in its various forms proved to be useful when reconstructing the

complete system by adding the unobservable part to the likelihood. The joint distribution and

its conditionals then often become analytically intractable and numerical methods are needed

in estimation. In Bayesian analysis, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are

powerful techniques when building flexible models with latent structures.

In this work, we augment the likelihood to reconstruct a complex interdependent system of

random processes. Our motivation comes from infectious diseases where an individual in-

fectious process can never be completely observed. In particular, the time of infection is hardly

ever observable. Therefore, the time course from infection to actual disease is often poorly

understood and involves complicated interdependencies between microbial virulence factors

and immunological processes. Here we attempt to model the risk of a recurrent infectious

disease when having only partially observed information on bacterial carriage episodes and

antibody level.
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Although we concentrate on the analysis of a particular data set, the modelling approach is

more general. In many applications, the development of a continuously varying, incompletely

observed process is either affected by random events or the process itself affects the risk of

some event of interest in time. We shall return to the general methodological connections in

section 10.

Preliminary analysis of the empirical problem by standard hazard models suggested com-

plex interactions between the infection pattern and the development of natural antibodies.

This is the reason for explicit modelling of the three component processes instead of using the

two only as time-varying covariates in the disease model. Predictive calculations, which are

often of interest in medical applications, also require probabilistic specification of all parts of

the model. Furthermore, we hope to be able to demonstrate that joint modelling of the

underlying interacting processes, instead of the observations, allows one to easily integrate

data arising from different sources, as in this study.

The structure of the paper is the following: the data and preliminary analysis are described

in section 2, and section 3 presents the underlying biological assumptions. In section 4, the

structure of the component models and their interdependence is presented and in sections 5

and 6, the priors and the principles of estimation, as well as the posterior distributions are

given. Section 7 describes briefly the implementation of the programme and section 8 displays

the empirical results. In section 9, sensitivity of the results on modelling and prior assump-

tions, as well as the model fit is considered. The paper is concluded by discussion in section 10.

Details of the MCMC algorithm are given in the appendix.

2. Application and data

Ear infection (acute otitis media, AOM) is one of the most frequent diagnosis of childhood

diseases and is most prevalent in children under the age of 2 years. Pneumococcus (Pnc) is one

of the major pathogens causing ear infections. Protection induced by current pneumococcal

vaccines is limited to the few Pnc serotypes used in the vaccine. Pneumococcal surface protein

antigens, which are independent of serotypes, are promising candidates for new vaccines

because even young children, who are the primary target group of vaccination, produce

antibodies to them. Thus far protectivity of these antibodies has been studied mostly in

animals. Understanding of the dynamical relationship between Pnc infections and natural

antibodies to Pnc proteins would be helpful in vaccine development. We present a model to

analyse the natural development of antibodies in response to latent infections and their po-

tential effect on the risk of the disease, ear infection. For modelling purposes, we consider only

the production of antibodies to one pneumococcal protein, pneumococcal surface adhesin A

(PsaA), as part of an infectious process.

In the FinOM Cohort Study, 329 children in the Tampere area, Finland, were followed

from the age of 2 months until 2 years. The aim was to study the natural course of ear

infections and collect information on the risk factors of AOM and the immunological de-

velopment of the children. During 10 scheduled visits at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and

24 months of age the prevalence of asymptomatic Pnc carriage was measured. Blood samples,

from which the antibody concentrations were determined, were obtained at 6, 12, 18 and

24 months of age. As a comparison, a blood sample from the mother was obtained at the first

visit. The parents were advised to take the child to a study clinic in case of symptoms of (viral)

respiratory infection. During these sick visits, carriage of Pnc was measured, and if ear

infection was diagnosed, a middle ear fluid sample was collected for aetiological diagnosis of

it. For more details of the study design and results, see Kilpi et al. (2001) and Vesa et al.

(2001).
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In summary, the data consist of repeated measurements of carriage of Pnc and antibody

concentrations at fixed, predetermined time points when the child was healthy, as well as of

measurements of carriage and antibodies at random sick visits when either only viral respir-

atory infection, ear infection, or both, were detected. In our analysis, we use all data, whether

from fixed or random time points, as observations from underlying continuous processes. In

some cases this is expected to cause observation bias (e.g. for carriage prevalence) which has

been accounted for in the modelling. From the modelling point of view, we consider the

interdependence of three event processes (latent Pnc infection, viral infection and ear infection

caused by Pnc) and the continuously varying process of Pnc protein antibodies.

Figure 1 shows that although the prevalence of Pnc carriage continues to increase up to

24 months of age, the risk of PncAOM does not increase after 12 months. This suggests that

the individual susceptibility changes during the first 2 years of life. We shall study this more

carefully with the aid of the model. Earlier analysis of these data (Rapola et al., 2000)

showed that children with no recorded history of Pnc had low antibody concentrations near

to the lowest measurable value in the laboratory tests (detection limit). Whether or not these

antibodies reduce the risk of Pnc ear infection and perhaps even pneumococcal carriage is

not known and is more difficult to establish. Figure 2 shows all measurements of PsaA

antibody concentrations and fitted mean curves to the points for children at the diagnosis of

PncAOM and an overall mean curve. Interestingly, children who experienced PncAOM early

(before 12 months) had antibody concentrations at the time of diagnosis above the mean

level for that age whereas at later occurrences the antibody levels did not differ from the

average level.

Terminology. We follow the convention of infectious disease modelling and use the word

‘infection’ for the onset of asymptomatic carriage of Pnc. For infections with viruses, we
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Fig. 1. Observed number of cases of pneumococcal carriage at healthy and at sick visits, viral infection

and Pnc ear infection by age (months) (drop-out times are indicated by (+) at the x-axis).
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explicitly write ‘viral infection’. We use the word ‘disease’ or ‘ear infection’ or ‘PncAOM’ for

the observable clinical infectious disease, here caused by Pnc.

3. Biological assumptions

The modelling is based on the clinical findings that bacterial carriage together with a con-

comitant viral infection provide the preconditions for AOM. Infection pressure from outside

(e.g. siblings, daycare) increases the spread of infection (carriage) among young children but

only some of those exposed (carriers) acquire the actual disease, ear infection. Our model

assumes that individual proneness to AOM and individual ability to produce protective an-

tibody, which help in eliminating the bacteria, are important determinants which modify the

selection probability of the disease in the carriers (Fig. 3).

Dynamic modelling of the underlying infections and antibody level is needed because in-

fections themselves affect the development of antibody production in young children. After

losing maternally derived antibodies in a few months after birth, antibody production occurs

in response to infections, that is, when encountering the antigen. This process is modified

through maturation by age. Each infection therefore acts as an immunogenic stimulus raising

the antibody level which is followed by a slow decay in the absence of any new stimulus. The

schematic dynamics of the joint model is presented in Fig. 4.

The decay is a composite of several factors but for simplicity we consider them jointly as a

common decaying drift of the antibody level. In subsequent infections the immunological

memory, especially the memory cells brought about during the first response, will enhance the

antibody production. The effect of the stimulus depends on the level of pre-existing antibodies:

the higher the level, the smaller the increase. Hence, the infectious process is characterized by
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Fig. 2. Anti-PsaA concentrations (log10) at health (6, 12, 18, 24 months) and sick visits. Solid line:

Average smoothed level. Dashed line: Concentrations at the diagnosis of PncAOM. Detection limit:

4.76 U/ml.
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random infection followed by a humoral immune response, which, if effective enough, should

change the risk of the disease in time. It is, however, expected that this dependence is com-

plicated because some children are particularly prone to ear infections due to reasons not

τ
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Fig. 4. Schematic presentation of the dynamics of the joint model: recurrent infections at sk induce

antibody production (solid curve) and positive hazard of AOM during the infection episodes (shaded

boxes). Concomitant viral infection (bold line) at Tv increases the hazard of AOM episodes which start at

T1 and T2 (dark shaded boxes) with incubation times T1 ) s2 and T2 ) s2. The follow-up is from 2 to

24 months with scheduled observations at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 24 months: carriage (hollow

boxes), carriage and serum sample (black boxes).
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Fig. 3. Interdependency between the model components. Connections marked with dashed line arrows are

not implemented in the model
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directly related to immunology. The history of previous ear infections is a measure for such

‘otitis-proneness’. As the protection induced by antibodies is only temporary, if in this case at

all effective, the pattern of carriage – immune response – disease may repeat randomly for an

invididual, depending on the development of protective immunity.

The challenge in modelling arises from the fact that the antibody responses to natural

infections (indicated in Fig. 4) as well as the natural infections themselves are unobserved.

This sets a limit especially to which parts of the antibody process can actually be estimated.

The main interest here is in the interaction of the component processes, not in a detailed

analysis of the antibodies themselves. We shall return to this in section 4.2 when discussing

parameter estimation.

4. Joint model

The joint model for the components of the infectious process is estimated simultaneously by

one large MCMC algorithm. Our aim is to combine the different sources of data as effectively

as possible. In Bayesian analysis, the submodels are prior information of the system dynamics

and observed data are used to restrict the analysis to those realizations of the processes which

are supported by the data.

4.1. Model for latent carriage episodes

As the number of natural infections is unknown and must be estimated from the prevalence

data, we need to propose models with varying dimensions, that is, with varying number of

carriage episodes. The infection episodes, obtained by proposing infection times and durations

in the MCMC algorithm, are the basic units in our analysis as we assume that the risk of Pnc

ear infection is positive only during simultaneous carriage of Pnc. This relationship has been

shown earlier (e.g. Harper, 1999) and also in our data.

We model the 10 measurements of Pnc carriage as prevalence observations of an un-

derlying binary renewal process (Yt) taking values 0 (non-carrier) or 1 (carrier) with jumps

of +1 or )1 at the random times of acquiring and clearing carriage. Neither the times of

infection nor the duration of carriage are observed and the likelihood of the carriage pre-

valence data is augmented by these random variables. Typically, we observe a series like ‘0,

0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1’ and their measurement times for each individual, allowing for

intermediate missing values. As a child must have been a carrier of Pnc when PncAOM or

carriage at a sick visit was detected, we use this information as additional points of pre-

valence in the estimation. However, as it is suspected that Pnc carriage is more prevalent at

sick visits than at health visits, direct inclusion of sick visit observations might cause se-

lection bias in carriage estimation. We correct for this by modelling the intensity of a sick

visit as a sum of two intensities

kSðtÞ ¼ kþYt þ k�ð1� YtÞ ð1Þ

where k+ is the intensity of sick visit when the child is a Pnc carrier and k) is the intensity of

sick visit when not. We denote the process counting sick visits by S ¼ (St).

The latent process of carriage episodes is a similar mixture of intensities. Let {sk} be the

sequence of latent infection times. For given t, define s(t) ¼ max{sk : sk £ t} as the last infection
time before t. The stochastic characteristic of the process (Yt), which depends on the changes at

the infection and clearing times, as well as on the changes in the status of the process, is then

Aðdx; dtÞ ¼ ð1� Yt�Þdþ1ðdxÞk01ðtÞdt þ Yt�d�1ðdxÞk10ðt � sðtÞÞdt; ð2Þ
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where dÆ (dx) is the jump of size ±1 at the times of acquiring and clearing carriage. k01(t) is the

age-dependent intensity of a new infection, given that the child is not a carrier. It is a piecewise

constant function which is estimated non-parametrically. The clearing intensity k10(t ) s(t))
controls the random duration of carriage d. As there is no a priori connection between clearing

times and antibody level, we define the model in terms of the pairs of infection times and

durations {(sk, dk)}. When augmenting the prevalence data by them, the likelihood becomes

simply an indicator which needs to match with the values of the underlying process Y at the

observation times.

According to the study protocol, the children were taken to the study clinics in case of

symptoms of respiratory infection. Thus, if viruses were detected at the sick visit, the onset

times of viral respiratory infections were considered as observed data, unlike the onset times of

asymptomatic Pnc infection. It has been found in clinical studies that AOM occurs soon after

clinical symptoms of viral respiratory infections (Ruuskanen & Heikkinen, 1994). Therefore, if

viral infection occurs within an estimated Pnc carriage, it is taken as a risk factor of PncAOM,

otherwise not. We denote viral infections by V ¼ (Vt).

4.2. Model for antibody dynamics

The decay in antibody level is interrupted by random infections which stimulate the pro-

duction of new antibody. Thus, we should specify a continuous process whose development is

conditioned by random events. Brownian motion with a drift is a simple continuous process

which is characterized by the drift governing its mean behaviour and random variation around

the mean which is the diffusion coefficient. Hence, we assume that relative changes in the

antibody level can be represented by the following stochastic differential equation

dXt ¼ XtðrdWt þ q�
t dtÞ; ð3Þ

where Wt is a Wiener process and r a diffusion coefficient around the drift q�
t . This random

variation can be interpreted as interindividual variation. At the infection times sk, the common

decaying drift (q<0) is modified to account for the stimulus in antibody production

q�
t ¼ q þ

X
k

1fsk<t�skþcgðXt�Þ�1wk : ð4Þ

According to previous human immunogenicity studies, the time to maximum response takes

about 2 weeks so the drift increases within an interval of c ¼ 14 days. The increase at sk is

assumed to be inversely related to the current level of antibodies which reflects the

understanding that some saturation level exists. The jump has a random coefficient wk which

allows for intra- and interindividual variation in antibody response. As the distribution of

antibody concentrations is highly skewed to the left, we work with log-antibody concentra-

tions. When using the same notation X for log-antibodies, the model reduces to the form

dXt ¼ r dWt þ q�
t dt: ð5Þ

Otherwise the antibody dynamics is based on the following assumptions, several of which are

simplifications of the complex biological events behind them:

• At birth the child receives approximately 60% of the mother’s IgG antibody concentration

which is used as the initial value (X0) of the antibody process.

• The common drift, which is not related to the jumps, and the diffusion coefficient, are

estimated a priori from the antibody data of children who had no observed Pnc contacts

(n ¼ 62), and thus were likely to have no jumps either. The average decay of antibodies is

)0.005 log-units per day (median ¼ )0.002), and this is used as an estimate of the drift q.
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The estimate of the standard deviation around the drift is r̂r ¼ 0:02. These fixed values of q
and r are used in the MCMC algorithm.

• The enhancing effect of the immunological memory due to earlier infections is only impli-

citly measured by the pre-existing level of antibodies. Explicit modelling would require

letting the response to depend on the history of the infection process Y, i.e. on the number of

previous infections, but it is not done here.

• Given the data, the posterior antibody process is constrained to match with the observed

log-antibody concentrations. If the observed concentrations are censored below (i.e. have

value at the detection limit 4.76 U/ml), the posterior process is constrained to have values

below the detection limit.

4.3. Model for ear infections

The model for ear infections should capture the effect of selection from exposed (infected with

Pnc) to diseased (PncAOM) which was characterized in section 3. We, therefore, define a

multiplicative intensity model for ear infections as a function of a common age-dependent

baseline intensity l0(t), current level of PsaA antibodies, concomitant viral infection, and

history of previous Pnc ear infections. The intensity of ear infection is linked to the infection

process Y by being positive only when the child is infected with Pnc (i.e. when Yt ¼ 1). On the

basis of Fig. 2, we allow the regression coefficient at of PsaA antibodies to be age-dependent.

Both l0(t) and at are piecewise constant functions and were estimated in the same way as the

infection intensity k01(t) (appendix (A3)). The effect of an overlapping viral infection episode

(i.e. when V(t) ¼ Y(t) ¼ 1), is estimated by b1 and the effect of the number of previous

PncAOM Nt) by b2. The intensity model of PncAOM is then of the form

lðtÞ ¼ Ytl0ðtÞ expððatXt=x�Þ þ b1Vt þ b2Nt�Þ; ð6Þ

where x* ¼ 1.56, the logarithm of the detection limit indicating no observable antibodies.

According to the study protocol, the children were given antibiotic treatment if AOM was

detected. As this affects the duration of the AOM episode (but, according to Gray et al., 1980,

not the duration of carriage), its duration was not estimated in the model. Moreover, in order

not to model control visits as new AOM events, we used the rule that a new (PncAOM) episode

can start only if at least 30 days have elapsed since the previous diagnosis of PncAOM. This

convention has been used in many studies on ear infection (e.g. Kilpi et al., 2001).

5. Prior specifications

It is clear that all assumptions in the submodels, either functional or statistical, are specifi-

cations on some prior knowledge. All results therefore depend, more or less, on their validity.

We shall return to this in section 6.

Piecewise constant parameter processes. at, l0(t) and k01(t) are modelled non-parametrically

as piecewise constant processes (cf. Arjas & Gasbarra, 1994) with the structure

f ðtÞ ¼
XNTþ1

i¼1

fiI½Ri;Ri�1ÞðtÞ

where R0 ¼ 0, RNT + 1 ¼ T. The change points {R1 £ R2 £ � � �RNT
} form independent Poisson

processes over the interval [0, T ], where T is the maximum observation time of all individuals.

We need to define the distribution of the initial level f1, the intensity measure g(dt) of the

Poisson process of the change points, and the transition kernel for the successive levels fi,
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i > 1. For the successive levels, we use a Gaussian–Markov transition kernel with variance

proportional to the length of the interarrival times: [ fi + 1|fi, Ri, Ri ) 1] . N( fi,r
2(Ri ) Ri ) 1)).

The cumulative intensity g([0, T]) gives the expected number of the change points. This

together with the variance in the transition distribution is used to tune a priori the

‘smoothness’ of the random function f(t). A non-uniform intensity for the change points is

used to get a finer resolution for the beginning of the observation interval where the follow-up

is more intensive. This correspond to a non-uniform choice of the bandwidth in non-

parametric kernel estimation. All of the piecewise constant functions at, l0(t) and k01(t) have

the same prior values, given below, except for the parameters of the initial level distribution.

Carriage. Previous studies on Pnc carriage indicate that the duration of carriage is highly

variable (1–17 months) and serotype-specific (Gray et al., 1980; Smith et al., 1993). Previous

analyses with some parts of the same data set as ours, concerning only carriage data, estimated

the average duration of carriage to be 19 days (Ekholm et al., 2001, using maximum liklihood-

estimation) and 70 days for the most prevalent serogroups 6, 19 and 23 (Auranen et al., 2000,

using data augmentation in MCMC simulation). Here we specify the duration d be a Gam-

ma(1, m)-variate, where m is a hyperparameter having a distribution Gamma(2, 90). This yields

a prior mean of 64 days and median 30 days.

When estimating the infection intensity k01(t), the intensity of the change points is let to be

of the form gðdtÞ ¼ 5
100 expð�1=500tÞdt: This prior corresponds to five expected change points

in the interval [0, T]. The distribution of the initial level is log k01(1) . N()5,9), which cor-

responds to k01(1)  0.007, a rough starting value estimated from Fig. 1, where we have on

average 50–60 infected individuals from the total 329 in 22 months. The distribution of the

successive loglevels is [log k01(i + 1)| log k01(i), Si, Si ) 1] . N( log k01(i), r2(Si ) Si ) 1)),

with r ¼ 0.01.

Sick visits and viral infections. As these events are observable and quite common (Table 1),

the prior mean rate will not matter very much. We specify a prior model of exp(1/100) for all

of them and let the data decide whether or not k+>k). This prior model yields approximately

3.5 events per year.

Antibody level. Having estimated q and r a priori, the only parameter needed to sample is

the jump size wk at the infection times. The prior of Gamma(2, 0.5) favours small jumps but

has a long tail giving some probability even for large jumps.

Table 1. Number of cases and samples in the data

Type of finding Cases Total %

Pnc carriage

Carrier at healthy visit at least once 238 329 72.3

Positive samples at healthy visits 649 3026 21.4

Carrier at sick visit at least once 223 329 67.8

Positive samples at sick visits 825 2007 41.1

Viral findings

Children with at least one 254 329 77.2

Positive samples at sick visits 837 2007 41.7

Number of episodes (30 days apart) 761

PncAOM

Children with at least one 109 329 33.3

Children with only one 65 109 59.6

Number of events 201

Number of episodes (30 days apart) 175

Children with incomplete follow-up 49 329 14.9
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Ear infection. The prior for the regression parameters b1 and b2 is N(0, 9). For the time-

dependent regression parameter at, we set a1 . N(0, 9) and for the common baseline intensity,

the initial log-level is log l0(1) . N()5, 9). The intensity of the change points and transition

distribution are the same as for k01(t).

6. Joint density and full conditional distributions

The joint density comprises models for the observations, the underlying augmented processes

and the parameters. For brevity, we will use the following notation: for sequences of random

variables or random processes we simply write, for example, s ¼ {sk} for infection times,

Y ðiÞ ¼ fY ðiÞ
t ; t 2 ½0; Ti�g for infection process, and yðiÞ ¼ fyðiÞsj ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; nig; xðiÞ ¼ fxðiÞtk ; k ¼

1; . . . ;mig;N ðiÞ ¼ fDN ðiÞ
t ; t 2 ½0; Ti�g; V ðiÞ ¼ fDV ðiÞ

t ; t 2 ½0; Ti�g and SðiÞ ¼ fDSðiÞt ; t 2 ½0; Ti�g
for carriage, antibody level, AOM, viral infection and sick visit observations, respectively.

Given the model parameters h, the individual processes are independent. In the following,

we therefore drop the superscript i for individuals. The joint density of the parameters,

unobservables and data can then be factorized as

pðY ; S;X ;N ; V ; y; x; hÞ ¼ pðyjY ÞpðxjX ÞpðY jhÞpðSjY ; hÞpðX jY ; hÞpðN jY ;X ; V ; hÞpðV jhÞpðhÞ

where p(y|Y) ¼ �jI{Ysj ¼ ysj} and p(x|X) ¼ �kI{Xtk ¼ xtk} are the likelihoods of observed

carriage and antibody data given the augmented processes Y and X, and h is the vector of

model parameters.

The MCMC algorithm, described in the appendix, requires all full conditional distributions

of the unknowns. In what follows, we describe in detail the posterior conditional distributions

of latent infections and antibody concentrations which involve all other parts of the joint model.

6.1. Posterior of latent infection process

The latent infection process Y is central in our analysis. When the proposed infection intervals

change, they affect the dynamics of almost everything in the joint model. Therefore, the

posterior density of Y involves all other parts in the model also. It is, conditionally on the

prevalence data pattern, sick visits, antibody and AOM processes, proportional to the fol-

lowing product

pðY jk01; dÞpðSjY ; kþ; k�ÞpðX jY ;wÞpðN jY ;X ; V ; l0; at; b1; b2Þ
Y
j

IðYsj ¼ ysjÞ: ð7Þ

The density of the latent infection process is a product of the Poisson density of becoming

infected and the Gamma density of duration

pðY jk01; dÞ ¼ exp logðk01Þ
Z T

0

ð1� Ys�ÞdYs � k01

Z T

0

ð1� Ys�Þds
� �

�
Y
k

ma

CðaÞ ðdk � cÞa�1 expð�mðdk � cÞÞ ð8Þ

where
R T
0 ð1� Ys�ÞdYs is the number of times the child becomes infected at some s 2 [0,T] when

being susceptible at s). The density of sick visits is

pðSjY ; kþ; k�Þ ¼ exp logðkþÞ
Z T

0

Ys� dSs � kþ
Z T

0

Ys� ds
�

þ logðk�Þ
Z T

0

ð1� Ys�ÞdSs � k�
Z T

0

ð1� Ys�Þds
�
: ð9Þ
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where
R T
0 Ys� dSs is the number of sick visits in [0, T] when the child is a carrier andR T

0 ð1� Ys�ÞdSs when not.

The contribution from the underlying antibody process comes from the interval of in-

creasing drift due to infection at sk

pðX jY ;wÞ /
Y

t2ðsk ;skþc�
exp

�
�ðDXt � ðq�

t � qtÞDtÞ2

2r2Dt

�
: ð10Þ

Finally, the likelihood contribution from the AOM data in the infection interval is

pðN jY ;X ; V ; l0; at; b1; b2Þ ¼ exp

�Z skþskþ1

sk

logðlðsÞÞdNðsÞ �
Z skþskþ1

sk

lðsÞds:
�

ð11Þ

6.2. Posterior of antibody level process

The discretized antibody process evolves as

½XtjXt�1� ¼ Xt�1 þ q�
t þ r�t ð12Þ

with �t � N(0, 1). This implies that the posterior of Xt is the mean of the densities of the

neighbouring values Xt)1 and Xt+1 and is proportional to

pðXtjXt�1;Xtþ1;w; Y ;NÞ / exp

�
� 1

r2

�
Xt �

Xt�1 þ Xtþ1 þ q�ðt þ 1Þ � q�ðtÞ
2

�2�
� pðN jY ;X ; V ; l0; at; b1; b2Þ

Y
k

IfXtk ¼ xtkg: ð13Þ

The conditional distribution of the marks (wk) given the corresponding infection times (sk) and
the antibody process is proportional to the prior gamma density Gamma(2; 1

2) times the

likelihood of Xt.

7. Implementation and convergence

The details of constructing the MCMC algorithm are given in the appendix. As the complexity

of the model results in rather long run times, we chose to compare independent parallel runs

starting from different random points in the parameter space. The convergence was checked

by tests in R-Coda, in particular by the test proposed by Gelman & Rubin (1992) for parallel

runs. Three parallel runs of size 50,000 with thinning of 5 and burn-in of 10,000 were sufficient

to reach stationarity according to the tests. Most of the parameters stabilised well before

50,000 iterations.

8. Results

We concentrate on results where explicit modelling of the latent infections and antibody

level is needed. In most cases, the interest is in the time-dependent (developmental) aspects

of the processes, and these results are illustrated in figures. As the storage of all simu-

lation results would have been practically impossible, we shall not show credible intervals

for all estimated processes. The posterior means of time-independent population para-

meters are presented in Table 2. In all cases, the results are of the combined three parallel

runs.
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Infection, duration and incubation time. The posterior intensity of infection, shown in

Fig. 5, increases rapidly and levels off at around 18 months of age more clearly than the

prevalence data suggests. The mean duration of carriage is 33 days, but Fig. 6 shows that

most of the carriage episodes are short. Having estimated the infection episodes, it is possible

to estimate both k+ and k) and conclude that Pnc carriage is likely to be involved with sick

visits: the intensity k+ is three times higher than k). The correction for the carriage esti-

mation introduced in section 4 is therefore needed. Figure 6 shows also that in most cases

PncAOM occurs soon after becoming infected with Pnc but in some cases the incubation time

can be rather long, most likely when multiple ear infections occur within the same infection

episode.

The mean age of first carriage episode is around 8 months (Table 3). Although the pre-

valence of carriage doubles after 12 months of age (Fig. 1), children who have several car-

riages, tend to have them very early: the mean age of sixth carriage episode is 13 months

whereas the mean age of second carriage is 15 months.

Table 2. Posterior mean, SD, median and 90% credible interval of time-independent population parameters:

k+/), intensity (1/1000) of sick visit when Pnc carrier (+) and when not ()); b1, regression parameter of

viral infection (AOM-model); b2, regression parameter of number of previous PncAOM (AOM model);

incubation time, time from infection to disease

Parameter Mean SD Median 90% CI

k+ 20.2 7.89 20.2 (18.9, 21.5)

k) 6.5 1.91 6.5 (6.2, 6.8)

b1 1.76 0.22 1.77 (1.37, 2.10)

b2 )0.01 0.30 )0.02 ()0.50, 0.41)
Duration of carriage (days) 33 0.98 23 (11, 39)

Incubation time (days) 21 1.26 14 (1, 62)
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Fig. 5. Posterior intensity (k01(t)) of Pnc infection (with pointwise 90% CL).
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Antibodies to PsaA and infections. The pointwise geometric mean concentrations (GMCs) of

antibodies to PsaA in Fig. 7 show that after the decline of inherited antibodies there is a

gradual increase, especially from 15 to 18 months of age, which then levels off.

Figure 8a, which displays the duration of carriage episodes by age of infection, indicates

that most of the time the duration remains rather close to the mean of 33 days. In the end of

the follow-up, from 20 to 24 months, it drops sharply to about half of the mean suggesting a

change in the underlying factors. Two factors seem relevant here: a large increase both in

carriage prevalence around 15 months (Fig. 1) and in the concentration of anti-PsaA anti-

bodies around 18 months (Fig. 7).

We did not explicitly model the effect of PsaA antibodies on the risk of infection but it is

possible to estimate the level of antibodies at the times of infection in the model. Figure 8b

shows a high overall level with an increasing trend at 24 months of age which is almost mirror-

like compared with the duration of carriage in Fig. 8a. This suggests a possible causal

relationship: increasing prevalence of carriage would lead to an increased concentration of

anti-PsaA antibodies. This in turn could lead to enhanced elimination of the carried bacteria.

Unfortunately there is too little real knowledge of the determinants of carriage duration to

consider this more than an intriguing possibility.

Antibodies to PsaA and risk of PncAOM. Figure 2 indicated that the relationship between

anti-PsaA antibodies and PncAOM may vary during the follow-up. This was indeed the case
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Fig. 6. Posterior distributions of carriage duration dk (solid line) and incubation time (TAOM ) sk) from

Pnc infection to PncAOM (dashed line).

Table 3. Mean age of infection by order of episode, posterior probability of at least n episodes, and estimated

number of cases in each order category

Order of episode 1 2 3 4 5 6

Age (months) 8.4 15.5 15.1 14.5 13.3 13.0

Probability 0.81 0.74 0.60 0.46 0.34 0.25

n 266 245 196 150 112 81
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when the regression coefficient at of the antibody level (relative to the detection limit) was

allowed to depend on age (Fig. 9). During the first year of life, high level of PsaA antibodies

seems to increase the risk of PncAOM. It is, however, more probable that increased risk is

associated with an environment of high prevalence of Pnc infection and consequent produc-

tion of PsaA antibodies. During the second year the effect of anti-PsaA turns to negative
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Fig. 8. (a) Duration of carriage (dk) by age (month) of infection. Dashed line: average duration.

(b) Geometric mean of anti-PsaA concentrations at age of infection. Dashed line: overall GMC.
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Fig. 7. Natural development of antibodies (Xt) to PsaA. Geometric mean concentration by age.
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suggesting a developing protective effect. The posterior credible intervals are, however, rather

wide and include the probability of no protective effect at all.

If the age-dependent effect of anti-PsaA in Fig. 9 is indeed real and indicative of a causal

relationship, the question of the biological mechanism becomes relevant and intriguing. An

immunological explanation, suggesting that antibodies in the older children would be more

protective, is not implausible as they would likely be the result of multiple stimulations and

immunological memory. This would also be consistent with the increasing antibody concen-

tration occurring at about the same age (Fig. 7). On the other hand, we have only studied the

effect of anti-PsaA antibodies whereas the same stimulus by Pnc is expected to lead to the

production of antibodies to other Pnc proteins as well. Thus the effect of the anti-PsaA could

actually be mediated by some other antibodies whose presence would correlate with anti-

PsaA.

Carriage, viral infection and risk of PncAOM. Having estimated the latent infection epi-

sodes, we obtain easily posterior probabilities of certain events of interest. In these data, the

posterior probability that a healthy carrier acquires clinical symptoms during a carriage epi-

sode was as high as 0.5. The probability that viruses are detected during Pnc carriage was 0.27.

According to the present knowledge about the pathogenesis of AOM, this means that in every

fourth carriage episode there was an elevated risk for the development of otitis media.

However, the posterior probability of at least one PncAOM during a carriage episode was

only 0.13, indicating that, on average, every seventh carriage resulted in AOM. The large

regression coefficient b1 in Table 2 indicates that viral infection clearly increases the risk of

PncAOM but the posterior probability of a concomitant viral infection within episodes where

PncAOM occurred, was only 0.58. This is likely due to insufficient sensitivity of the methods

used for viral diagnosis. In any case, the synergistic effect of viruses and Pnc is an important

part of the pathogenesis of PncAOM.
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Fig. 9. Age-dependent effect (at) of anti-PsaA antibodies on the risk of PncAOM (with pointwise 90 per

cent CL).
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9. Model assessment

Effect of model assumptions. The basic submodels have a simple structure: a non-parametric

intensity for infections, a diffusion model with a common constant drift and diffusion coef-

ficient for antibody level, and a non-parametric intensity for ear infections. The functional

assumptions (modified drift at the time of infection, risk of AOM depending on the infection

episodes and multiplicative dependence on the antibody level, concomitant viral infection and

previous PncAOM history) join the submodels and introduce interindividual heterogeneity

which is completely absent in the basic submodels. Although partly unobservable, and thus

unverifiable from the data, these assumptions are to our understanding reasonable and almost

minimal from the biological point of view. More complex feedback relations between the

submodels could in principle be incorporated into the model (e.g. by allowing the antibody

level influence also the risk of infection), but the sparsity of the data did not allow for such

extensions.

Sensitivity of the submodels was tested by estimating the infection intensity and duration

without the other models. Although there is no feedback from the AOM and antibody models

to the carriage model, the additional information on Pnc ear infections changed the estimated

mean carriage duration from 61 to 33 days. As Pnc ear infections are additional information

on the prevalence of Pnc carriage, the joint model is expected to estimate carriage duration

more accurately. The effect of PsaA antibodies was studied by standard piecewise hazard

models which gave some indication of age-dependency, but in our joint model the whole

pattern of the age-dependent coefficient could be obtained.

Effect of prior specifications. Extensive tests with different prior values for the main pa-

rameters indicated that the model was insensitive to prior specifications. As the values of the

drift q and diffusion coefficient r were fixed (estimated) a priori, it was of interest to test

whether large perturbations in these values would change the results. A 10-fold value for q,
compared with its a priori estimated value, increased the level of at to some extent, but the age-

dependent shape remained the same. Other parts of the model were insensitive to substantial

changes in q and r. The model was also robust against different prior values of carriage

duration d. Although the prior model (different variances in N(0, r2)) for the regression

parameters b1 and b2 in the ear infection model had no effect on the results, careful tuning of

their proposal variances was needed.

Model fit. The latent parts of the joint model, augmented by missing variables, complicate

model assessment because obviously it should be based on some observable quantity.

Figure 10 shows the overall fit (TTT-plot) of the ear infection model in terms of the AOM

counting process Nt and its cumulative posterior intensity �ls ds, the latter of which depends on

both of the latent processes X and Y. The joint model slightly underestimates the number of

PncAOM before the age of 1 year but after that fits very well.

In Bayesian analysis, model assessment is often based on predictive distributions. The

probabilistic agreement of replicated or new data with the estimated model can be studied in

this way. In our case, the relevant measures are the following individual predictive proba-

bilities of ear infection

P ðNiðsk þ dkÞ � NiðskÞ 2 I jFi
sk Þ ð14Þ

where I � {1,2,. . .} within the infection intervals (sk,sk + dk]. Alternatively, in Fig. 10, the

cumulative predictive intensity could be used instead of the estimated one. The

conditioning history Fi
sk ¼ rðH�i

½0;T�i� [ Hi
½0;sk �Þ is a union of the complete observed history

of all other individuals except the ith in the whole follow-up interval [0, T], and the

observed history Hi
½0;t�� of the ith individual up to some prediction time t* (cf. Arjas &
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Andreev, 2000). When calculating cross-validation predictive probabilities, the observations

of the ith child are erased from some chosen prediction time t* until the end of the

observation interval (t*,T]. The predictive probabilities are then expectations of (14) given

Fi
t�, and the possible sample paths of all processes of the ith individual are approximated

by MCMC simulation.

In principle, it is possible to calculate the predictive number of ear infections either

from some fixed prediction time onwards using the same data, or even for some replicated

data of size n. Then the ‘observations’ for infection prevalence, viral infections and an-

tibody measurements are simulated from processes with the estimated population pa-

rameters. In our case, the calculations become rather elaborate because of missing

variables and the fact that all events are potentially recurrent. Apart from model as-

sessment, such calculations have, however, other virtues also: by comparing relevant

predictive probabilities, it is possible to monitor the influence of the timing of certain

events of interest on the prediction (cf. Eerola, 1994). Such events of interest would in this

study be, for example, viral infection when infected, or exceeding of a protective antibody

level. However, as the other checks already convinced us about the stability of the present

model, we do not report the preliminary predictive results here. In general, more meth-

odological development is needed to investigate sensitivity and convergence of dynamic

Bayesian models, although some papers have recently appeared in this area (e.g. Liechty

& Roberts, 2001).

10. Discussion

We have presented a joint model for the dynamics of an individual infectious process which

simultaneously updates information on infection, antibody response, carriage duration, and

risk of recurrent disease which exists when infected.
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Fig. 10. TTT-plot: Observed (NT) versus estimated (�lt dt) number of Pnc ear infections.
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Our modelling is related to the methodological literature of survival conditioned on a

stochastic process where the interest is to obtain marginal results from the joint distribution

of survival and the conditioning process. This involves averaging over the sample paths of

the processes. Without simplifying assumptions it is hard to derive analytic results for such

a case. In a series of papers, Manton, Woodbury & Yashin have presented models where a

system failure is affected by a completely or partially unobserved stochastic process (e.g.

Yashin & Manton, 1997). They provide backward smoothing equations which estimate the

unobserved covariate paths of the past, and forward equations which update the parameter

values in the light of new data. However, to obtain analytic results for the marginal

survival distribution in simple terms of the conditioning stochastic process, the hazard of

failure in their model needs to be a quadratic function of the conditioning process. Al-

though suitable for some applications, this seems a restriction in many cases. In this re-

spect, approximation of the joint distribution by MCMC simulation provides more freedom

in modelling.

In the vast literature of HIV disease progression studies (e.g. Jewell & Kalbfleisch, 1992) the

joint distribution of AIDS occurrence and a random marker process (CD4 versus CD8 counts

after seroconversion) has been modelled to understand the predictive value of the evolution of

the marker process for AIDS occurrence. The estimation of residual life length, given the

marker process, corresponds to our prediction problem. The time origin usually refers to

infection with the virus and failure indicates the actual onset of AIDS. Our model is a gen-

eralization of this design because the pattern of infection to disease may repeat randomly

many times to the individuals.

Eerola (1994) used predictive probabilities to monitor the effect of one random event in a

system of dependent event processes. Here this setting is generalized by letting one of the

component processes (the antibody level) to vary continuously. In a system of event processes

it is clear what a meaningful change is; it is the occurrence of the event of interest. In a

continuously varying process this may not be as obvious. Some possibilities to limit the scope

of estimation to causally meaningful changes (e.g. exceedings of a harmful level) is discussed in

Eerola (1994). In many cases, the causal influence of such exceedings is not immediate but it is

the cumulative stay which eventually leads to, for example, disease occurrence or its avoid-

ance. In our application, a protective level of antibodies would be such a state of interest.

However, the apparent effect of anti-PsaA antibodies was only marginal, and their protective

action in this biological situation remained open.

One of the virtues of joint modelling and data augmentation is that it uses the data very

effectively by combining the fragmentary pieces of information into the framework of a

model. The modelling exercise is then not driven by the data collection pattern, as often in

traditional statistical analysis, but rather by the postulated underlying biological mecha-

nisms which vary continously in time. The role of the observed data becomes seemingly less

important but in fact, as in our study, it is used to select the most probable pattern of the

joint model. In our application, the major gain from modelling the complete system instead

of observations was the construction of the infection episodes. This was the basis for the

dynamic description of the infectious process. It is expected that the risk of AOM, and also

its relationship to the explanatory factors (antibody level, viral infection), are estimated

more accurately in the joint model because it mimics the true underlying sequence of

events.

Although we have merely presented posterior estimates of some key parameters of the

infectious process, it should be emphasized that once these ingredients have been estimated, it

is possible to state any probabilistic question related to the infectious process, of course within

the limits of the population it is representing. In this work, we have only touched upon the
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question of prediction in complicated systems with recurrent, interdependent events. Future

work will concentrate on this topic and on model assessment by predictive results.
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Appendix

The MCMC algorithm

Geyer & Møller (1994) give a ‘birth and death’ version of the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm

for marked point processes. At every iteration, we add or remove randomly one point to or

from the current configuration of infection times.

As before, we drop the individual superscript from the formulae. Denote the likelihood

process of the antibodies Xt by

LXT ðq�Þ ¼
Y
t�T

exp

�
�ðXt � Xt�1 � q�

t Þ
2

2r2

�
ð15Þ

where the product is over the time grid t ¼ 1, 2,. . .,T. The likelihood process for the AOM

counting process Nt is

LNT ðlÞ ¼ exp

�Z T

0

logðlsÞdNs þ
Z T

0

ð1� lsÞds:
�

ð16Þ

We describe in detail the updates for the individual infection process Yt. This is the most non-

standard part of the algorithm as the number of marked points in the infection configuration is

a random variable itself. The other updates mainly rely on the full conditional densities

described in section 6.

A1. Updating the infection process

We start with an individual infection pattern {s1,. . ., sM}. To each point sk, associate a mark

(wk, dk), where dk is the duration of the infection and wk the jump parameter of the antibody

level at sk. We begin with an initial configuration fs01; . . . ; s0M0
g which is compatible with the

Pnc carriage data {ysj : j ¼ 1,. . ., n}. This is obtained by having one infection for each j such

that ysj+1
) ysj ¼ +1; by default we let the infection begin at sj + 1, and end at sj¢ ) 1, where

j¢ ¼ min{h : h > j and ysh ) ysh ) 1
¼ )1}. This infection pattern has the minimal number of

infection points compatible with the data. The Geyer & Møller update is as follows:

(i) With probability 1/2, propose to delete a point chosen uniformly at random among the

points {(sk, wk, dk)} of the current marked point configuration,

Let s* be the infection time proposed for deletion; denote

snext ¼ T ^minfsj : sj > s�g
slast ¼ 0 _maxfsj : sj < s�g
s0 ¼ slast _maxfsh : slast < sh < snext and yshþ1

� ysh ¼ þ1g
s00 ¼ snext ^minfsh : slast < sh < snext and yshþ1

� ysh ¼ �1g

then if s¢ > s¢¢ the move is immediately rejected. Otherwise, we resample the duration dlast
of the infection at time slast, from the proposal distribution

qðdjslast; snext; s0; s00Þ ¼
f ðd � cja; mÞ

F ðs00 � slast � cja; mÞ � F ðs0 � slast � cja; mÞ ;

where f and F are the density and the c.d.f. of the prior Gamma(a, m), respectively. For the

moment we postpone the expression of the acceptance probability.

(ii) With probability 1/2, propose to add a marked point (sM+1, wM+1, dM+1) to the infection

pattern. The occurrence time sM+1 of the proposed marked point is sampled from uniform

distribution in [0, T].
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Given the proposed infection time sM+1 and the observations (ysh), denote

snext ¼ T ^minfsj : sj > sMþ1g;
slast ¼ 0 _maxfsj : sj < sMþ1g;
s0 ¼ slast _maxfsh : slast < sh < sMþ1 and yshþ1

� ysh ¼ þ1g;
s00 ¼ sMþ1 ^minfsh : slast < sh < sMþ1 and yshþ1

� ysh ¼ �1g;
s000 ¼ sMþ1 _maxfsh : sMþ1 < sh < snext and yshþ1

� ysh ¼ þ1g;
s0000 ¼ snext ^minfsh : sMþ1 < sh < snext and yshþ1

� ysh ¼ �1g:

The proposed pattern is compatible with the data iff

s0 < s00 � s000 < s0000;

s00 � slast > c; and s0000 � sMþ1 > c;

as the durations are assumed to last at least as long as the antibody response delay

c ¼ 14 days. If one of these conditions is not fullfilled, the proposed configuration is

immediately rejected.

Otherwise, we continue, and propose new durations dM+1 and dlast for the respective

infections at sM+1 and slast.
The proposal for dM+1 is the truncated density

qðdjsMþ1; snext; s000; s0000Þ ¼
f ðd � cja; mÞ

F ðs0000 � sMþ1 � cja; mÞ � F ðs000 � sMþ1 � cja; mÞ :

Analogously, the duration starting at time slast is sampled from the truncated density

qðdjsMþ1; snext; s0; s00Þ ¼
f ðd � cja; mÞ

F ðs00 � sMþ1 � cja; mÞ � F ðs0 � sMþ1 � cja; mÞ :

(iii) To have better mixing, the proposal density q(w; sM+1, X) of the mark wM+1 was allowed

to depend on the state of the process X, that is, on sk and the increment of X in

[sM+1,sM+1 + c]. It is given by a truncated normal distribution restricted to the positive

half line, with variance

~rr2 ¼ 1

ðb20=a0 þminð1; ðXsMþ1
Þ�2Þ � c2=r2Þ

;

and mean

~mm ¼ ~rr2 b0 þ
minð1; ðXsMþ1

Þ�1Þ � ðXsMþ1þc � XsMþ1
þ cqÞ

r2

 !
:

Following Geyer & Møller, the new point (sM+1, wM+1, dM+1) is accepted with

probability

1 ^
�
LXT ðq�newÞLNT ðlnewÞ
LXT ðq�oldÞLNT ðloldÞ

pðwMþ1; a0; b0Þ
ðM þ 1ÞqðwMþ1; sMþ1;X Þ

�
;

where ðqnew
t ; lnew

t Þ and ðqold
t ; lold

t Þ are the parameter processes of proposed and old config-

urations in (15) and (16) and p(wM+1; a0, b0) is the prior of w. To make the move reversible,

a uniformly chosen marked point (sm, wm, dm) is deleted with probability

1 ^
�
LXT ðq�newÞLNT ðlnewÞ
LXT ðq�oldÞLNT ðloldÞ

ðM þ 1ÞqðwMþ1; sMþ1;X Þ
pðwMþ1; a0; b0Þ

�
:
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A2. Updating the antibody process

At the observation times tk, the antibody process is given the observed values, i.e. Xtk ¼ xtk.

Otherwise the conditional distribution of [Xt|Y,Xs,s „ t] is proportional to

exp � 1

r2Dt
Xt �

Xt�1 þ Xtþ1 þ ðq�
t�1 � q�

t ÞDt
2

� �2
" #

which is used as a proposal distribution.

The Hastings ratio is

LXT ðq�newÞ
LXT ðq�oldÞ

LNT ðlnewÞ
LNT ðloldÞ :

A3. Updating the regression and the baseline processes

We describe the MCMC updates for the regression process at; the same moves are used to

update log l0(t) and log k01(t).

The process (at) is piecewise constant with change points (R1,. . ., RM, RM+1 ¼ T), and

levels (a1,. . ., aM, aM+1). The prior dynamics was given in section 5.

In the Geyer & Møller algorithm: with probability 1/2, propose a new change point R* from

the normalized driving measure g(dt)/g([0, T]). For Ri)1<R*<Ri, the corresponding new

levels in the proposal configuration are

a�i ¼
U � ai � ðRi � Ri�1Þ

ðR� � Ri�1Þ
; and a�iþ1 ¼

ð1� UÞ � ai � ðRi � Ri�1Þ
ðRi � R�Þ ;

where U is an independent random variable uniform in [0, 1]. The Jacobian of the

transformation T:(ai, U) fi (a*i, a*i+1) is

JðTÞ ¼ ai �
ðRi � Ri�1Þ2

ðR� � Ri�1ÞðRiR�Þ :

Note that this move preserves the area
R T
0 aðtÞdt.

With probability 1/2, propose to delete a point Ri with i chosen uniformly at random in

{1,. . .,M}. In this case, to make the algorithm reversible, the levels are updated in the following

way: delete ai+1, relabel the points accordingly, and set

a�i ¼
aiþ1ðRiþ1 � RiÞ þ aiðRi � Ri�1Þ

Riþ1 � Ri�1
:

When we add a marked point, the Hastings ratio is

LNT ðlnewÞ
LNT ðloldÞ

gð½0; T �Þ � JðTÞ
ðM þ 1Þ

PriorðanewjSnewÞ
PriorðaoldjSoldÞ :

and the reciprocal gives the Hastings ratio for a deletion.

To complete the algorithm, we add a move where update in turn each level ai, i ¼ 1,. . .,M

conditionally on the change points R1,. . .,RM+1, by sampling from the random walk proposal

anew
i ¼ Nðaold

i ; e2Þ; e ¼ 0:05:
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